Sovereign Hill discovery tour map:
Exhibit
Corroboree Poster
Behind the Rees &
Benjamin Jewellery Store
Exhibit
St Alipius’ Diggings
School
Exhibit
Golden Point Chinese
Camp
Exhibit
T Murphy Tent Maker’s
Shop
Main Street

Gold Rush Immigration Tour
Enrich your class’ experience of the Gold rush Immigration education session
by exploring these museum exhibits and questions during your visit. These
exhibits can be explored either before or after your education session.
In Gold rush Immigration, students become history detectives to investigate the
stories of gold rush immigration through storytelling and analysis of artefacts and
period clothing.
Sovereign Hill is a living museum featuring re-created gold rush buildings,
streetscapes, technologies and fashions in addition to original 19th century artefacts.
Every exhibit in this museum has been carefully researched to ensure Ballarat’s
famous gold rush is represented as faithfully as possible
This is a Victorian Curriculum-aligned teaching and learning resource
designed by the Sovereign Hill Museums Association’s Education Officers.

Corroboree
Poster

The Wadawurrung people are the Traditional
Owners of the Ballarat region. By the time the gold
rushes began in 1851, many Victorian Aboriginal
communities had already been devastated by the
Frontier Wars, introduced diseases and rapid
environmental changes as a result of British farming
methods. Resilience and adaptability were core
survival skills for Victorian Aboriginal people at this
time in history. One of the ways the Wadawurrung
people adapted to the new British economy was by
performing dances for curious new arrivals on the
goldfields. Money made through such “exotic”
performances helped Wadawurrung people buy
expensive food that had previously been supplied
by their careful management of Country. As a result,
a handful of Wadawurrung community members
survived this challenging time and are the reason
their culture and community continue today.
Questions to explore:
Why do

you

think this Corroboree was

performed by full moon? Electricity hadn’t been
invented yet, and as this is outdoor event, the moon
acted as the “stage lighting”.

think there is a more respectful, 21st century
way to describe these Australians? While
individual community members have different
Aboriginal

and/or

T Murphy
Tent
Makers
Shop

Golden
Point
Chinese
Camp

Despite many years of conflict between the Chinese
and British governments by the mid-19th century
(known as the Opium Wars), people from civil-wartorn southern China were determined to join
Australia’s gold rushes. A small number of Chinese
people were already working on farms in Victoria prior
to 1851, but by 1857 hundreds of Chinese immigrants
were arriving in Ballarat every day. Most had walked
from Robe in South Australia to Ballarat (500km
journey) to avoid the Poll Tax that only Chinese
arrivals in Victoria’s ports had to pay, this was
equivalent to approx... $10,000 per person today. The
Colony of Victoria (the state government) appointed a
Chinese Protector to manage this community and see
that they weren’t abused by the European-dominant
community. However, this service cost the Chinese
more money, and some did not think the Chinese
Questions to explore:
Protector’s work worth paying for. New Chinese
What can you see in and on the building that tells miners came to this office on arrival to the goldfields
to be allocated a place to live and be directed to the
us this is a Catholic building? Picture of Pope Pius
Government Camp to buy a “Gold License”.
IX, Mass artefacts such as a chalice, tabernacle or
Questions to explore:
alter (these items may vary).
When it rains heavily, what is going to wash down
While people came to Victoria from all over the world
to make their fortunes on goldfields like that of
Ballarat, Irish people came in particularly large
numbers. Many came because they were escaping
starvation from the potato famine and conflict caused
by the English occupation of Ireland during this time
in history. Most European cultures built a church soon
after arrival, as most of these Irish immigrants were
Catholic, they built St Alipius. When these buildings
were not being used for worship, they became
classrooms for Irish children. You can also find an
Anglican school at Sovereign Hill for English children
and a Wesleyan school for Scottish children.

This building has a canvas roof, log walls and a the roads and into this camp? Horse, sheep and
dirt floor – how do you think these conditions even human waste!

This poster uses the word “natives”, do you

preferences,

St Alipius’
Diggings
School

Torres

Strait

Islander people, Indigenous people, Traditional

might have made learning difficult in the 1850s?
Hot in summer, freezing in winter, dusty and noise.
If there is writing on the blackboard other than
English: Does anyone recognise the language that
is being taught in this classroom? Gaelic

Questions to explore:
Why do you think there are so many stiches on
the flags on display? Flags need more stiches than
clothes or bedsheets because of the wind they need

What do you think the vegetable gardens tell us to withstand.
about the culture these Chinese miners brought
with them? Chinese people were mostly farmers.

Can you see any flags in the Red Hill Gully
Diggings, why do you think we used flags on the

The red building is a Joss House / temple where gold fields? Flags can represent your country of
Taoism is practiced. You may see fresh food origin or be a signpost to know where your tent is. The

Owners/Custodians, or the specific clan/tribe/nation

Take a look at the teacher’s hut behind the school, surrounding

name e.g. Wadawurrung people are generally

do you think the teacher was paid very well? What worshipped in this building, what do you think the

acceptable. Asking people what they would like to

evidence can you find to support your opinion?

be referred to is important because it is humanising.

While many gold rush migrants made money from
gold, fortunes could also be made by shopkeepers,
bakers, entertainers, restaurateurs and blacksmiths
etc. who sold goods and services to the miners.
Ballarat’s famous Eureka Flag was likely made by the
wives of miners, but most other flags were made by a
professional flag maker and sold through a shop like
this one. Flags were popular because they helped
miners find their family, friends and fellow countrymen
when they first arrived in the sea of tents that was gold
rush Ballarat – like street signs. If you look around the
Red Hill Gully Diggings you will see different types of
flags in and above the tents and huts. Flags were also
a good way to advertise your business; not everyone
could read back then, and there were many people on
the goldfields who didn’t speak English as a first
language. You won’t find the Australian flag around
Sovereign Hill because it wasn’t invented until
Federation in 1901, the United Kingdom’s Union Jack
was Australia’s flag (you can find an example flying at
the Gold Commissioner’s Tent).

the

various

gods

that

are diggings were chaotic.

fresh food is for? They are offerings, presents – for
the gods and the ancestors of the worshippers.

